WHAT IS A DARK SKY PARK?

Things to Know

Land possessing an exceptional or
distinguished quality of starry nights
and a nocturnal environment that is
specifically protected for its scientific,
natural, educational, cultural heritage,
and/or public enjoyment.

PARK HOURS 6:00 AM to 11:00 PM
Closing hours are flexible for DARK
SKY viewing as long as rules and
etiquette are maintained.

Because of Newport’s geographic
situation along the shores of Lake
Michigan with an absence of artificial
light, the nights are remarkably dark,
providing an ideal spot for enjoying truly
dark skies.
OUR DARK SKY PARK GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

Advocate for the protection of the
night sky
Educate the public and policymakers
about night sky conservation
Promote eco-friendly outdoor lighting
Empower the public with the tools and
resources to help bring back the night
Provide a safe and welcoming
environment, and quality programs to
observe the night sky we protect

A Dark Sky Park is a very select designation
given by the oldest recognized organization
in the world dedicated to protecting and
preserving our heritage of dark skies; the
International Dark-Sky Association. At the
time of designation in 2017, Newport was
the first park in Wisconsin and only the 49th
in the world to receive this honor.

RESTROOMS: Flush toilets at the
main office building are open 24/7.
Pit toilets located in Lot 3, no lights.
CAMPING: Backpack wilderness
camping only in designated
campsites. No camping or bonfires
allowed on the beach or picnic area
and no overnight stays in vehicles in
any parking lots
WATER: At the park office
ELECTRICITY: Not readily available
This is a Wisconsin State Park
A vehicle admission sticker is required

Please follow State Park rules
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DARK SKY PARK ETIQUETTE
Whether you are a first-time visitor or a
seasoned astronomer, there are a few
guidelines to observe while visiting the park

KEEP IT DARK
Please Avoid White Light
Lights should be red and pointed downward

We encourage the use of red-filtered
flashlights or headlamps. Red light
does not disturb night vision or night
photography conditions .
•

All types of screens and lights,
including mobile phones, should be
shielded, red and dim. There are
red screen filter apps just for this
purpose.

•

Use red lens covers, cellophane (or
a red balloon) to cover flashlights.

•

No flash photography please

•

Keep headlights on low beam when
arriving and exiting parking areas

•

Visit the park before dark to allow
time to get acquainted with
surroundings and set up equipment

•

Smoking and aerosol sprays
interfere with observing equipment

Be respectful of other visitors.
Preserve the quality of their
experience.

